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Abstract—Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) achieves cheap 

cost and provides flexible features by delivering voice packet 

over Internet Protocol. Compared with conventional public-

switched telephone network, transmitting voice packets over 

public channel has to face more challenges due to the security 

threats and quality loss. To protect the voice packets 

transmitted over unsecured Internet, a shared key should be 

updated during a VoIP call. On the other hand, VoIP is more 

sensitive to transmission latency, so the flooding message traffic 

from key updating may cause the degradation of speech quality. 

This paper presents a dynamic key updating scheme without 

affecting the quality of VoIP calls. Unlike previous works, 

steganography technology is employed with encryption to 

provide protection of transmitted information in an unsecure 

channel. Moreover, in the proposed scheme, the quality of the 

VoIP call is preserved by adopting steganography technology to 

avoid the flooding message traffic. The security analysis 

demonstrates that the proposed scheme achieves the secure 

dynamic key updating without sacrificing the quality of VoIP 

calls.  
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I.   INTRODUCTION 

With the rapid evolution of packets witched network 
technology, there is a growing trend in real-time voice 
communication using Internet Protocol (IP). Voice over 
Internet Protocol (VoIP) is a technology that delivers voice 
packets over an IP network. Different from traditional Public 
Switched Telephone Networks (PSTNs), in VoIP, voice is 
compressed and converted to digital voice packets, then the 
voice packets can be transported over IP network to achieve 
low cost and flexibility implementation. Since the cost for 
establishing and operating telephony services is reduced 
significantly, the prospects of VoIP applications are 
becoming promise to replace the traditional PSTNs. 
Furthermore, VoIP is easy to integrate with audio and video 
on VoIP platforms, so it can provide more flexible features 
than PSTN services. Various VoIP communication products 
such as Skype, Google Talk are already applying on the 
Internet, which provide cheap and even free phone calls with 
good quality. There are three core protocols for VoIP, Session 

Initiation Protocol (SIP), Session Description Protocol (SDP) 
and Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP). SIP is a signaling 
protocol used to establish or terminate a session between 
communication participants [1]. SDP as a company of SIP is 
applied to negotiate the types of media sessions [2] and RTP 
is aimed to deliver voice packets based on an established 
session [3]. 

However, different from transferring packets for texts and 

pictures, transmitting voice packets over Internet has to face 

more challenges. Although performance issues such as 

packet loss and jitter may be solved to afford the VoIP 

applications over Internet by using the broad-bandwidth 

technologies, VoIP communication is still experienced by the 

problem of quality loss. Furthermore, VoIP infrastructures 

are deployed in an open network environment, so the voice 

packets running over the Internet could be eavesdropped 

simply. And the privacy and value information could be 

compromised by several attacks [4] since voice packets 

transmitted over VoIP are unencrypted.  
To provide the security of voice communication, a secret 

key should be shared between the caller and called to encrypt/ 
decrypt the voice packets over Internet. However, using one 
shared session key for a long time is not secure enough to 
protect the VoIP voice data throughout the whole VoIP call 
session [5]. Brute force attacks may be performed 
successfully due to the increase in computational power. 
Therefore, the shared session key should be updated 
frequently during a VoIP call to resist brute force attacks. The 
secure negotiation of a shared key has been widely researched 
and some key agreement schemes achieve security with good 
performance [6]. However, few works have been done to 
solve the problem of dynamic key updating for VoIP 
networks. Two approaches are widely used to realize the key 
updating, one is restarting the key agreement scheme to 
generate a new shared key, and the other is updating the 
shared key by using previous shared keys without extra 
communications. However the method of restarting key 
agreement process frequently would cause the flooding 
message traffic seriously and make users cannot tolerate the 
degradation of speech quality. So, this solution is 
inappropriate for dynamic key updating in VoIP 
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environments. In the local key updating method, no 
interactions are needed in the rekey process, so this approach 
does not affect the quality of the VoIP call. But, the 
relationships between the new shared key and the previous 
shared keys make this solution subject to some attacks. Once 
the adversary compromises a shared key, she/he can 
compromise other shared keys by using the links between the 
shared keys. Moreover, the synchronization of the key 
updating is another tractable issue in this solution. Therefore, 
the local key updating method is also unsuitable for VoIP and 
new approaches to realize the dynamic key updating for VoIP 
are sought. 

In general, the previous works of key updating for VoIP 
systems are based on cryptography relying on some 
intractable mathematical problems [7]. Although various 
cryptography based schemes are proposed [8, 9, 10], key 
updating in VoIP is still an unsolved issue. In order to achieve 
frequent key updating for VoIP from both security and 
performance viewpoint, we propose a novel key updating 
scheme based on steganography and cryptography. In 
seganography, the secret message transmitted in an unsecure 
communication channel is not “unreadable” but 
“unobservable”, which means that any other except the 
intended recipient can neither observer the existence nor 
know the content of the secret information [11]. 
Steganography hides the existence of the information to 
obfuscate the fact of communication rather than alters the 
transmitted data. Compared with cryptography, the goal of 
steganography is to conceal the existence of the secret 
message while the aim of cryptography is to conceal the 
content of the secret information. Advanced Encryption 
Standard (AES) as a specification of standard symmetric 
encryption has been widely adopted. Compared with other 
encryption algorithms, AES preserves the merits of both 
speed and security. It has been applied to provide secure end-
to-end VoIP service. For example, a 256-bit AES encryption 
mechanism is adopted to encrypt/decrypt voice data in Skype. 
Different from previous works, in our scheme, Advanced 
Encryption Standard (AES) is adopted to encrypt the key 
materials and steganography technology is employed to hide 
the encrypted key materials.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
describes the secure and dynamic key updating scheme in 
detail. The security analysis is presented in Section 3. And 
the experiments and performance results are shown in section 
4. The paper is concluded in Section 5. 

II.  SECURE AND DYNAMIC KEY UPDATING OVER VOIP 

NETWORKS 

Cryptology algorithms are widely adopted to protect the 
real-time voice communications which rely on encryption 
keys.  The cryptology algorithms are public and known by 
anyone including the adversary whereas the keys are kept 
secretly only known by the communication parties. Therefore, 
the security of the communication depends on the encryption 
keys. However, the encryption key may compromised from 
the brute force attack due to the usage of a single encryption 
key in a long time over VoIP communications.  To resist 
such attacks, key updating mechanism should be provided to 

replace the current key with a new one after a time period of 
VoIP calls on the public Internet to protect the privacy of 
voice data.   

The constrained resources of the mobile VoIP devices 
raise the challenges to design an efficient key updating with 
voice quality preserving. In order to avoid slowdown from 
key updating, time-consuming operation should be 
eliminated. How to realize the secure key updating while 
preserving the speech quality in the VoIP voice transmission? 
In this study, we propose a dynamic key updating scheme by 
suing AES and steganography technologies. Different from 
traditional cryptology based solutions, we adopt 
steganography technology to resist the attacks associated 
with shared keys in VoIP environments. In the proposed 
scheme, the key materials encrypted by AES are embedded 
in some VoIP voice packets by using the steganography 
algorithm. Since the encrypted key materials are hid in some 
VoIP packets, the attackers cannot obtain the new shared key 
materials even if the adversary compromises the encrypted 
key. In order to preserve the quality of VoIP calls, only two 
high entropy random integers encrypted by AES need to be 
exchanged in the proposed scheme. Moreover, the two 
encrypted random integers are embedded in some VoIP 
packets, so no extra VoIP packets are needed to transmit 
during the key updating process. In this solution, the quality 
of the VoIP call can be guaranteed between the end users by 
employing lightweight AES and steganography algorithm. 
Therefore the proposed scheme realizes the secure key 
updating without affecting the quality of the VoIP calls.  

Next, we present the proposed dynamic key updating 
scheme in detail. We assume that two communication parties 
possess a secret shared key generated in previous 
authenticated key agreement process during the VoIP call 
setup phase. In order to protect the transmitted key materials 
in an unsecure public channel, Advance Encryption Standard 
(AES) encryption algorithm is adopted to encrypt the key 
materials. And steganography is employed to hide the 
existence of encrypted key materials to reduce the probability 
of attacks efficiently. The dynamic key updating scheme 
during voice communication is described in detail as follows. 

Step 1.  After a time period of VoIP calls, when shared 
session key update is requested, user Alice delivers an 
INVITE message to Bob via SIP server to start the key 
updating process. 

Step 2. If Bob is busy, “183 Session in Progress” message 
as a response will be sent back to Alice to acknowledge its 
busy status. 

Step 3. Upon receiving the “183 Session in Progress” 
message, Alice chooses a high entropy random integer a and 
then encrypt it by using Advance Encryption Standard (AES) 
encryption algorithm.  In the first key updating process, the 
shared key negotiated from the authenticated key agreement 
process is adopted as the encryption key. After that, the new 
shared key generated from the key updating process will 
replace the old shared key, and the new shared key will be 
used as an encrypted key. 

Step 4. Alice adopt MD5 algorithm via the shared key K 
to generate a hash-value h (K), which is used to determine the 
final embedding location in VoIP packet. Next Alice extract 
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an integer r from the hash-value h(K), and then she uses the 
integer r as a random seed to initialize the srand function for 
generating a sequence of pseudo-random numbers by 
constantly calling the function of rand. Consequently, Alice 

embeds the encrypted random integer ( )KE a  in a VoIP 

packet. To complete the hiding operation, the bits stream of 
the encrypted value substitute the least significant bits of 
speech sample which determined by the pseudo-random 
sequence. Then, the encrypted key materials can be 
transmitted to the Bob unobserved.  

Step 5. After receiving the VoIP packet, the end user Bob 

extracts the hidden data ( )KE a and decrypts it to get the high 

entropy random integer a by using the shared key. Next, 
similar to Step 3 and 4, Bob selects a high entropy random 
integer b and adopts AES encryption algorithm to encrypt it 
with a shared key. Consequently, this encrypted random 
integer is hid in a VoIP packet and transmitted to the Alice 
securely. 

Step 6. When Alice receives the VoIP packet with 
encrypted key materials, she first extracts the hidden data 

( )KE b from the VoIP packet and then decrypts this data to 

obtain the high encrypt random integer b. Next, Alice 

computes the new shared key K a b  and transmits the 

“200 OK” message to Bob.  
Step 7. After receiving the“200 OK” message, Bob 

computes the new shared key K a b  and replaces the 

previous shared key with the new one. Finally, he sends the 
“200 OK” message to Alice. 

Step 8. When Alice receives the “200 OK” message, she 

replaces the previous shared key with the new one K a b  .  

III.   SECURE ANALYSIS 

The security of the proposed key updating scheme is 
based on the security of AES and steganography algorithm 
used for encrypting and transmitting the key materials. Since 
AES encryption mechanism as a secure and efficient 
symmetric encryption algorithm has been applied to encrypt 
end-to-end voice traffic by Skype. In this section, the security 
analysis is focus on steganography algorithm which is used 
to hide existence of the delivered key materials. The Mann-
Whitney- Wilcoxon (M-W-W) test [12] is one of the best 
statistical analysis approaches. Compared with traditional 
statistical analysis, it has a wider range of applications due to 
its advantages such as simple computation, rapid speed and 
time saving. So, we employ M-W-W test to evaluate the 
security of our scheme.  

The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test is a non-parametric 
test which is used to evaluate whether the stego VoIP stream 
and the normal VoIP stream as observed independent 
samples are indistinguishable by comparing the probability 
distributions between them. In this study, M-W-W test was 
employed to evaluate the security of the proposed 
steganographic algorithm. The M-W-W test is based on the 
standardized test statistic: 

* 2 2
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Where E {S2} and {S2} denote the mean and square root 
of variance of the sampling distribution S2, respectively. 
According to statistical analysis, to have 95% confidence, i.e., 
with a confidence coefficient (1-α) of 0.95, where α is called 
the level of significance, we therefore require z (1-α/2) = z 
(0.975) = 1.960, where z is the percentile of the standard 
normal distribution. Hence, the decision rule for the test is as 
follows: 

If | z*| 1.960, conclude H0 (two distributions do not 
differ); 

If | z*| > 1.960, conclude H1 (two distributions differ). 
Table 1 shows that the M-W-W test results of comparing 

the probability distribution drawn from the original VoIP 
streams to that drawn from the stego VoIP streams with the 

encrypted key materials. Since | z*| 1.960, we concluded 
H0–that the probability distributions for the stego-speech with 
the encrypted key materials and the original cover-speech 
without embedding did not differ. This means the encrypted 
key materials hidden in VoIP packets with the steganographic 
algorithm is undetectable by using statistical analysis. 

TABLE 1.  M-W-W TEST RESULTS 

Steganography z* H 

Female 1 0.0483 H0 

Female 2 -0.0417 H0 

Male 1 -0.0875 H0 

Male 2 0.1439 H0 

IV.   EXPERIMENTS 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed 
steganographic algorithm, we employed the VoIP speech 
samples coded by PCM as the cover-speech. The speech 
samples employed were classified into two groups, female 
speech samples and male speech samples. We implemented 
two sets of tests upon the female speech samples and the male 
speech samples, respectively. To evaluate the impact of 
steganography upon speech quality, we measured Perceptual 
Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ) scores of the stego-
speech with steganography. In PESQ measurements, the 
cover-speech played by the caller was used as the reference 
signal, and the stego-speech was measured as the degraded 
signals. 

TABLE 2. TESTING RESULTS FOR FEMALE AND MALE SPEECH 

SAMPLES 

Stego-speech 

samples 

PESQ  

 Max Min Mean 

Female 1 4.44 4.41 4.425 

Female 2 4.54 4.54 4.540 

Male 1 4.34 4.30 4.320 

Male 2 4.49 4.49 4.490 

 
Table 2 lists the average PESQ values of female and male 

stego-speech samples with the encrypted key materials. The 
PESQ values of stego-speech samples changed little, and the 
PESQ values were 4.4 approximately. It is obvious that the 
proposed encryption and embedding operations had caused 
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little degradation in speech quality. Therefore, the proposed 
scheme achieved covert VoIP communication effectively. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this study, we proposed a dynamic key updating 
scheme without affecting the quality of VoIP call. Unlike 
other works, both steganography technology and encryption 
were employed to achieve secure and efficient dynamic key 
updating during a VoIP call. In the proposed scheme, AES 
algorithm was used to transform the key material into cipher 
text to obfuscate the transmitted data and steganography 
technology was employed to hide the existence of the 
encrypted key materials to obfuscate the fact of 
communication. Therefore, the proposed scheme provided 
protection of key updating to resist various possible attacks 
efficiently. Furthermore, since the encrypted key materials 
were embedded in some VoIP packets during the key 
updating process, the proposed scheme alleviated the burden 
of network bandwidth and preserved the quality of the VoIP 
call. The security analysis demonstrated that the proposed 
scheme enhanced the security of key updating for VoIP by 
applying steganography with AES algorithm. Therefore the 
proposed scheme realized secure key updating without 
degrading the quality of VoIP call in an unsecure Internet 
environment. 
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